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To address distracted and drunk driving, Volvo plans to use in-car ... If that doesn't work, the car's On Call assistance service
will call you to make sure all is OK. ... of Volvo's SPA2 platform, slated to arrive within the next several years. ... in cars that
changes their drivers' behaviour,” the automaker said in a .... Home News New Volvo safety tech won't let you drink and drive
... not allow you to drive your own car if it detects you've been drinking or under the influence of drugs. ... that monitor driver
engagement, concentrations and distractions. ... warning signals, in the future Volvo could rely on autonomous driving .... Your
next Volvo won t let you drive drunk or distracted. Cameras in the cockpit will monitor you, and the car will take action if you
re not driving responsibly.. Technology - Your next Volvo won't let you drive drunk or distracted Volvo is introducing a new in-
car system that will watch you for signs of .... Volvo is introducing a new in-car system that will watch you for signs of
intoxication or distraction, and take action if it can't get your attention back on the road .... Your next Volvo won't let you drive
drunk or distracted. Volvo is introducing a new in-car system that will watch you for signs of intoxication or distraction, and ....
New Volvos built within the next five years may include cameras pointed at the driver to spot drunk or distracted driving and
potentially stop the car, the ... We want to ensure that people are not put in danger as a result of intoxication.” ... While the
vehicles in their entirety won't make it into production, the .... How Volvo cars won't let you drive after drinking: Technology to
come in 2020 ... for signs of being drunk or distracted and intervening to prevent accidents. ... larger cars, starting from the
XC90 SUV in the early part of the next decade, ... to win parents who wanted to buy the safest car to carry their children.. Volvo
Will Use In-Car Cameras To Detect Drunk, Distracted Driving ... The tech will launch in a few years with Volvo's next-gen
vehicles. ... In theory, the cameras will catch drivers who may have their eyes closed or ... The vehicle can also contact Volvo's
On Call service, which we suspect ... Select a Make.. Volvo is to install technology in its self-driving cars that can detect if the
driver ... Volvo cars will be able to detect if drivers are intoxicated and slow down from next ... intervening if the drivers
appears too tired or distracted by checking a ... will allow car owners to set a maximum speed for their vehicle before ...

Your next Volvo won't let you drive drunk or distracted. Cameras in the cockpit will monitor you, and the car will take action if
you're not driving responsibly.. I suspect you can also trigger the system by just driving like a loon, but I guess ... Volvo
announced today it will employ in-car cameras to detect when a driver is drunk or distracted, and its ... on all “next-gen,
SPA2-based vehicles,” referring to Volvo's the second ... Your car won't get you into legal trouble.. Drink driving could be
impossible in future Volvos with the ... Active. Save Settings. Allow All ... when motorists are intoxicated or distracted, the
Swedish car maker says. ... to install technology in cars that changes their drivers' behaviour. ... “We want to ensure that people
are not put in danger as a result of .... Volvo plans to use cameras and sensors inside cars to combat drunk ... cars may limit their
speed, alert the Volvo on Call service (which will ... If you buy something through one of these links, we may earn an ... Just
plop me a movie viewing/gaming chair right in the middle of that and let's go. ... They won't.. Starting with model year 2021,
you'll be able to set your own speed ... Care Key will let owners set their top speeds even lower, if they ... and sensors inside its
cars to detect drunk and distracted driving. ... We'll feature a different book each week and share exclusive deals you won't find
anywhere else.. Volvo is putting cameras in its cars to combat drunk and distracted driving. ... Thank you Volvo for your
dedication to safety and helping do your part to end the ... If such a thing happens, a member of Volvo's on-call assistance team
will then attempt to make contact with the ... If you drink too much the car won't even start.. Volvo will put a nanny camera in
its next generation of cars to keep you and others alive if you're drunk, distracted, fall asleep, or have an ... You won't get your
2015 V60 wagon back from the dealer with a lower top speed. ... two drinks that don't make you legally intoxicated but do make
you slower to react.. Volvo is installing cameras and sensors in its cars from the early 2020s, monitoring drivers for signs of
being drunk or distracted and intervening to prevent accidents. These new ... Automakers Want Cars That Won't Start If You're
Drunk ... I wonder if the car will let you drive home if a passenger is drunk?. Volvo hopes to tackle speeding, distraction and
intoxication with tech. ... In other words, all the safety tech in the world can't save you from your own bad habits. ... "Do we
have the right to intervene, let the car intervene, depending on the ... Reducing drunk driving deaths is another pole of Volvo's
safety .... The measure, backed by Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), would require ... It would also commit $25 million
for the federal government to test such ... Coming soon: If you're not sober, you won't be able to start the car ... will monitor
drivers and take action to prevent distracted or impaired driving.
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